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Recrystallization, also known as fractional crystallization, is a procedure for 

purifying an impure compound in a solvent. The method of purification is 

based on the principle that the solubility of most solids increases with 

increased temperature. This means that as temperature increases, the 

amount of solute that can be dissolved in a solvent increases.

Introduction

An impure compound is dissolved (the impurities must also be soluble in the solvent), 

to prepare a highly concentrated solution at a high temperature. The solution is 

cooled. Decreasing the temperature causes the solubility of the impurities in the 

solution and the substance being purified to decrease. The impure substance then 

crystallizes before the impurities- assuming that there was more impure substance 

than there were impurities. The impure substance will crystallize in a purer form 

because the impurities won't crystallize yet, therefore leaving the impurities behind in 

the solution. A filtration process must be used to separate the more pure crystals at 

this point. The procedure can be repeated. Solubility curves can be used to predict the 

outcome of a recrystallization procedure.



Note

Note: Recrystallization works best when

1. the quantity of impurities is small

2.the solubility curve of the desired solute rises rapidly with 

temperature

The slower the rate of cooling, the larger the crystals are that form. 

The disadvantage of recrystallization is that it takes a long time. 

Also, it is very important that the proper solvent is used. This can 

only be determined by trial and error, based on predictions and 

observations. The solution must be soluble at high temperatures and 

insoluble at low temperatures. The advantage or recrystallization is 

that, when carried out correctly, it is a very effective way of obtaining 

a pure sample of some product, or precipitate.



To review:

1. The best solvent for re-crystallizing a given compound is one in which the 

solid is only slightly soluble at room temperature, but is freely soluble at 

higher temperature

2. The solvent must not react with the compound to be purified

3.Re-crystallizations always involve dissolving the solid in a minimum 

amount of the hot solvent, cooling the solution until the solid re-

crystallizes, and then filtering the mixture to separate the purified solid 

from the solvent and soluble impurities

4.If necessary, the re-crystallization will also involve a hot filtration (filtering 

the hot solvent with the solid compound dissolved in it) to remove 

insoluble impurities



GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR A RECRYSTALLIZATION

Here are some general rules to follow for purifying any solid compound.

1. Put the solid in an Erlenmeyer flask, not a beaker. If you recrystallize 

compounds in beakers, you may find the solid climbing the walls of the 

beaker to get at you as a reminder. A 125-mL Erlenmeyer usually works. 

Your solid should look comfortable in it, neither cramped nor with too much 

space. You probably shouldn’t fill the flask more than one-fifth to one-

fourth full.

2. Heat a large quantity of a proven solvent (see preceding section) to the 

boiling point, and slowly add the hot solvent to the sample in the 

Erlenmeyer. Slowly! A word about solvents: Fire! Solvents burn! No flames! 

A hot plate here would be better. You can even heat solvents in a steam or 

water bath. But— no flames !



3. Carefully add the hot solvent to the solid to just dissolve it. In parts. 

Your first shot of solvent must not dissolve all of the solid. Or else you 

might have gone too far and have more solvent in that flask than to just 

dissolve your solid. This can be tricky, since hot solvents evaporate, cool 

down, and so on. Ask your instructor.

4. Add a slight excess of the hot solvent to keep the solid dissolved.

5. If the solution is only slightly colored, the impurities will stay in 

solution. Otherwise, the big gun, activated charcoal , may be needed 

(see “Activated Charcoal” later in this chapter). Remember, if you were 
working with a colored compound, it would be silly to try to get rid of all the 
color, since you would get rid of all the compound and probably all your 
grade



6. Keep the solvent hot (not boiling) and look carefully to see if there is any 

trash in the sample. This could be old boiling stones, sand, floor sweepings, 

and so on. Nothing you’d want to bring home to meet the folks. Don’t confuse

real trash with undissolved good product! If you add more hot solvent, good

product will dissolve, and trash will not. If you have trash in the sample, do a

gravity filtration (see following section).

7. Let the Erlenmeyer flask and the hot solution cool. Slow cooling gives better

crystals. Garbage doesn’t get trapped in them. But this can take what seems to

be an interminable length of time. (I know, the entire lab seems to take an

interminable length of time.) So, after the flask cools and it’s just warm to the

touch, then put the flask in an ice-water bath to cool. Watch it! The flasks have

a habit of turning over in the water baths and letting all sorts of water destroy

all your hard work! Also, a really hot flask will shatter if plunged into the ice

bath, so again, watch it.



8. “Is it cool enough yet?” Hey, cool it, yourself. When the solution gets down to the

temperature of the ice-water bath (and you should know what that is,), then filter the

crystals on a Buchner funnel or Hirsch funnel .

9. Dry them and take a melting point,

General Recrystallization Procedure:

1) Choose an appropriate solvent(s) 

• product is very soluble in it at high temperatures 

• product is not soluble in it at low temperatures

• impurities are either soluble at all temps or insoluble at all temps (can be filtered off)

2) Dissolve impure solid 

• weigh out crude solid and record its mass (also take a melting point for reference) 

• add a boiling chip or boiling stick (otherwise, it may "bump" and spill) 

• use a minimum amount of hot solvent (Add a bit, heat/swirl. Not dissolved? Add more!) 

NOTE: IF YOU USE TOO MUCH SOLVENT, YOU WILL GET NO CRYSTALS!



3) ONLY IF NEEDED: Gravity filter to remove insoluble materials (including 

charcoal!)

• use fluted filter paper and a hot, stemless funnel NOTE: IF THE SOLUTION 

COOLS, PRODUCT WILL CRYSTALLIZE OUT & BE LOST! 

• use a small amount of hot solvent to rinse flask, filter

4) Crystallize solute (Finally! This is the RECRYSTALLIZATION part!) 

• cool the solution slowly: hot (boiling) → room temperature → 0 ˚C (put in ice 

water bath) 

NOTE: THIS GIVES LARGE, PURE CRYSTALS & LEAVES IMPURITIES IN 

SOLUTION

• may need to scratch glass with a stirring rod or add a seed crystal to start 

crystallization 



5) Collect the pure crystals 

• quickest method is vacuum filtration (Büchner funnel, water aspirator and trap) 

• the impurities will stay dissolved in the solvent that is being removed (hopefully) 

• rinse the pure crystals with a small amount of cold solvent (don't  redissolve the 

crystals!)

• OPTIONAL: a second crop of crystals can be obtained from the filtrate (mother 

liquor)

6) Analyze product 

• let crystals dry thoroughly (ideally, this means overnight at room 

temperature or under vacuum) 

• record mass (how much of your original solid did you recover? % 

recovery?) 

• record melting point range (did you succeed in PURIFYING your 

solid?)


